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Abstract—Threat modeling and security assessment rely on
public information on products, vulnerabilities and weaknesses.
So far, databases in these categories have rarely been analyzed
in combination. Yet, doing so could help predict unreported
vulnerabilities and identify common threat patterns. In this
paper, we propose a methodology for producing and optimizing a
knowledge graph that aggregates knowledge from common threat
databases (CPE, CVE, and CWE). We apply the threat knowl-
edge graph to predict associations between threat databases,
specifically between products and vulnerabilities. We evaluate the
prediction performance based on historical data, using precision,
recall, and F1-score metrics. We demonstrate the ability of the
threat knowledge graph to uncover many associations that are
currently unknown but will be revealed in the future.

Index Terms—vulnerability, threat modeling, knowledge
graph, link prediction

I. INTRODUCTION

Threat databases provide useful common knowledge for
enhancing system security. Prominent databases include the
Common Platform Enumeration (CPE) [1], Common Vulner-
abilities and Exposures (CVE) [2], and Common Weakness
Enumeration (CWE) [3]. The CPE provides a structured
naming scheme for common products, including information
technology systems, software, and packages, and lists the
names of common products following the scheme. The CVE
lists publicly disclosed cybersecurity vulnerabilities, while the
CWE lists software and hardware weakness types. A weakness
can lead to a specific instance of a vulnerability within a
product or system. In addition to weaknesses, the CWE list
also includes views and categories [4]: a category contains
a set of weaknesses that share a common characteristic, and
a view provides a specific perspective of examining CWE
contents, such as weaknesses in software written in C. These
publicly available threat databases are extensively used for
security assessment. In particular, several threat modeling
tools (e.g., OWASP pytm, Threagile, IriusRisk) use entries of
these databases as pre-defined threats in their libraries [5].
By checking whether the conditions of the pre-defined threats
are met, potential threats in a system can be identified, and
corresponding mitigations can be developed.
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ID CVE-2021-21348
Associated CWE CWE-400, CWE-502
Description XStream is a Java library to serialize objects to

XML and back again. In XStream before version
1.4.16, there is a vulnerability which may allow a
remote attacker to occupy a thread that consumes
maximum CPU time and will never return. ...

Associated CPE
by Aug 4, 2021

1) cpe:a:xstream project:xstream:*:*,
2) cpe:o:debian:debian linux:*:*

Associated CPE
after Aug 4, 2021

1) cpe:o:fedoraproject:fedora:*:* (1.000),
2) cpe:a:oracle:retail xstore point of service:*:*
(0.998),
3) cpe:a:oracle:webcenter portal:*:* (0.995),
4) cpe:a:oracle:banking platform:*:* (0.993),
5) cpe:a:oracle:communications policy
management:*:* (0.992),
6) cpe:a:oracle:communications billing and
revenue management elastic charging
engine:*:* (0.973),
7) cpe:a:oracle:mysql server:*:* (0.966),
8) cpe:a:oracle:business activity monitoring:*:*
(0.961),
9) cpe:a:oracle:communications unified
inventory management:*:* (0.903),
10) cpe:a:oracle:banking virtual account
management:*:* (0.841)

TABLE I: Example of prediction results for
CVE-2021-21348. The products are listed in the
form of cpe:part:vendor:product:target
software:target hardware. Using a threat knowledge
graph generated with data available on August 4, 2021,
we predict associations between CPE entries and the
aforementioned vulnerability. The predicted probabilities
of existence are shown after the names of CPE entries.
Using a prediction threshold α = 0.96, 8 out of 10 products
are successfully predicted (marked in blue), with one false
positive prediction (cpe:a:netapp:clustered data
ontap antivirus connector:*:*).

The National Vulnerability Database (NVD) [6] provides
associations between entries in the different databases. Table I
shows an example of how the entries in different threat
databases are associated [7]. Specifically, vulnerability CVE-
2021-21348 is an instance of weaknesses CWE-400 and CWE-
502. Its exploitation affects various products, as specified by
associated CPE entries.

Associations provided by the NVD are incomplete, however.
In Table I, we split affected products of CVE-2021-21348 into
two groups: those revealed before and after August 4, 2021.
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Fig. 1: Illustrations of the prediction process. For any given CVE (e.g., CVE-2021-21348), and its known associations to CPEs
(left side) and CWEs at a certain date, we aim to predict future associations to other CPEs (right side). The cloud at the bottom
represents the rest of CPE/CVE/CWE entries and the associations between them. The blue lines represent successfully predicted
associations (true positives), and the red dashed lines represent failed predictions due to false positives or false negatives.

By August 4, 2021, only two CPE entries were known to
be affected. However, many more entries were subsequently
discovered. Being able to predict some of these product
vulnerabilities in advance would be highly valuable.

In this paper, we propose a concrete methodology to
facilitate such predictions. Our approach is based on the
analysis of associations between entries of the various threat
databases. To enable such analysis, we produce a knowledge
graph [8]–[10] out of existing databases (CPE, CVE, and
CWE), which we refer to as a threat knowledge graph. We
use the threat knowledge graph to predict future associations
between threat database entries, as illustrated in Figure 1. More
generally, threat knowledge graphs can suggest weaknesses
based on information related to products, improve existing
threat modeling tools in terms of threat identification [11],
and help gain a better understanding of the characteristics and
trends of common threats.

Our work makes the following contributions:

1) We propose and implement the concept of threat knowl-
edge graph to aggregate knowledge from common threat
databases. To do so:

• We translate entries in threat databases and their
associations into triples that form the knowledge
graph.

• We embed the knowledge graph onto a vector space
that can be used for link prediction.

• We optimize the knowledge graph, to improve its
prediction capabilities.

2) We evaluate the ability of threat knowledge graphs to
predict associations between products and vulnerabil-
ities. Specifically, we evaluate the ability of a threat
knowledge graph generated with data available on Au-
gust 4, 2021 to predict associations between CPE and
CVE entries that were discovered between August 4,
2021 and March 29, 2022. The evaluation shows that our

approach achieves an F1-score of 0.681 with a precision
of 0.775 and a recall of 0.606, which indicates useful
prediction capabilities.

II. RELATED WORK

There exists a body of work leveraging threat databases to
provide further insight about threats. The work in [12] applies
data mining on the CVE and CWE databases to produce
interesting characteristics about software vulnerabilities, such
as statistics of essential vulnerabilities. The work in [13] uses
historical data in threat databases for predicting the time till the
next vulnerability will affect a specific software application.
Prediction models for a few specific vendors and applications
are developed, and challenges to develop prediction models
for more general cases are pointed out, such as inconsistency
between CPE and CVE entries.

One problem when leveraging threat databases is that they
are not always consistent and ready for use [13]. Efforts have
been made to automate the association of entries in different
threat databases. The work in [14] proposes an automated way
of extracting related CPE entries from a CVE description, to
associate CPE and CVE entries. This is achieved by applying a
natural language process technique called named entity recog-
nition (NER) on CVE descriptions. On the CVE to CWE side,
since vulnerabilities can be seen as instances of weaknesses in
specific products or systems, automated association between
CVE and CWE can be cast as a classification problem. The
work in [15] first vectorizes CVE descriptions, then classifies
the vectorized descriptions into about 19 CWE classes by
using the random forest algorithm based on selected features.

A common limitation of the approaches mentioned above is
that they treat each CVE entry separately. Therefore, implicit
relations are difficult to identify. Looking at the description
of CVE-2021-21348 in Table I, one can easily see a relation
between the keyword XStream and the cpe:a:xstream



project:xstream:*:* CPE entry. However, the de-
scription does not suggest any relation to CPE entries like
cpe:a:oracle:banking platform:*:*. In compari-
son, our knowledge graph based approach is able to extract
not only explicit but also implicit relations, by aggregating
knowledge from all entries.

Knowledge graph are widely used for reasoning over in-
terrelated data for tasks such as recommendation [16] and
question answering [17]. The work in [9] reviews approaches
and applications for knowledge graph reasoning. As threat
databases are interrelated through associations between their
entries, knowledge graph approaches are suitable for under-
standing and investigating these associations. The work in [18]
produces a knowledge graph from CVE and CWE entries, and
provides examples of querying the knowledge graph to analyze
properties of vulnerabilities. The work in [19] produces a
knowledge graph using multiple threat databases, including
the CVE and the CWE, and uses the knowledge graph to
predict hidden links, which correspond to the associations
within a threat database or between different databases. The
work in [19] does not consider the CPE, however, though
it is valuable for identifying threats based on products in
the system. More significantly, evaluation of prediction is
performed by splitting the knowledge graph into training and
test sets under a closed-world assumption. Hence, it is unclear
if the prediction model at a certain time actually works for
future data. In our work, we focus on finding relations between
CVE entries to specific products in the CPE, to identify
potential threats in products used in real systems. Another
unique contribution of our work is in the validation of our
methodology using historical data to demonstrate its prediction
capabilities.

III. THREAT KNOWLEDGE GRAPHS

In this section, we describe our methodology for produc-
ing a knowledge graph out of the CPE, CVE, and CWE
databases. We first introduce the structure of the knowledge
graph. We next detail and justify optimizations performed on
the knowledge graph. Finally, we show how to embed the
knowledge graph onto a vector space, which allows one to
predict associations between threat databases.

A. Structure of the knowledge graph

A knowledge graph is represented with three sets (E,R, T ),
namely the set of entities E, the set of relations R, and the
set of triples T . Each triple τ ∈ T is of the form ⟨h, r, t⟩,
where h, r, t respectively correspond to the head entity, the
relation, and the tail entity. The structure of the knowledge
graph is shown in Fig. 2. Each threat database (CPE, CVE, and
CWE) provides a list of entries, which correspond to products,
vulnerabilities, or weaknesses. In addition to the name, each
entry has attributes that provide further details, such as the
vendor of a product. The entities in the knowledge graph
are selected from the entries in the CPE, CVE, and CWE
databases, as well as from the attributes of the entries, which

are elaborated in the following. The arrows in Fig. 2 point
from the head entity to the tail entity.

There exist three main types of entities: product (CPE-
x), vulnerability (CVE-y), and weakness (CWE-z), which are
respectively based on the entries in the CPE, CVE, and CWE
databases. The views and categories in the CWE are also added
as entities in the knowledge graph, which provide a higher
level view of weaknesses. Each type of entries mentioned are
added to the knowledge graph with a unique name (by directly
using the name of entries or making slight adjustments).

In addition to the names of the CPE and CWE entries, we
include key attributes in the knowledge graph, also as entities.
For each CPE entry, we include the following five attributes (if
present): the part (application, hardware, or operating system),
the vendor (e.g., Google), the product (e.g., Chrome), the target
software (e.g., node.js), and the target hardware (e.g., x86). For
each CWE entry, we include the following four attributes (if
present): the language (e.g., JavaScript), the technology (e.g.
web server), the likelihood of exploit (high/medium/low), and
the consequence. The consequence describes which type(s) of
security property are violated, for example, confidentiality and
integrity.

The entities are connected by relations, as shown in Fig. 2.
There exist three types of relations: (i) the attribute of a node
(e.g., the vendor of CPE-x); (ii) existing association between
CPE, CVE, and CWE entries (e.g., CPE-x is related to CVE-y,
and CVE-y is related to CWE-z), as provided by the NVD;
(iii) relations between weaknesses, views, and categories (e.g.,
CWE-z1 is a child of CWE-z2, and CWE-z1 is a member of
View-a).

B. Optimizing the knowledge graph

The purpose of the threat knowledge graph is to extract
relevant information from the associations between the threat
databases. Therefore, instead of using all the entries from the
databases, we make two key optimizations: (i) we merge CPE
entries that have the same attributes, except for their version
numbers; (ii) we remove CPE and CVE entries that contain
no association information (e.g., all CPE entries that are not
associated with any CVE entry). We discuss next why these
two optimizations are needed to improve the quality of the
knowledge graph.

1) Merging CPE entries: As of March 29, 2022, in total,
the CPE has 858,409 entries, the CVE has 183,368 entries,
while the CWE has 924 weakness entries, 326 category
entries, and 46 view entries. The CWE only provides general
information about threats, while the CPE and CVE are more
specific. Hence, the size of the CWE is much smaller than
those of the CVE and CPE. We also note that the CPE and
CVE are regularly updated, while the CWE remains relatively
stable.

In the CPE, the numbers of vendors and products (15,354
and 84,358, respectively) are significantly smaller than the to-
tal number of CPE entries, because many entries only differ by
their version numbers. Among all the CPE entries, 742,868 are
classified as “application”, 77,151 are classified as “operating
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Fig. 2: Complete structure of the threat knowledge graph.

system”, and 38,390 are classified as “hardware”. We find that
the vast majority of the CPE entries are application-related,
i.e., about 90%. These application-related entries tend to have
many more version numbers than the other two types. Yet,
different versions of a product are typically similar in terms of
attributes and related vulnerabilities. If we merge CPE entries
that are identical except for their version numbers, the total
number of CPE entries decreases from 858,409 to 89,895,
which is only about 10% of the total number of entries. In
this manner, the size of the CPE component of the knowledge
graph is significantly reduced without losing much valuable
information.

We further find that a small portion of application-related
CPE entries tend to have many more version numbers than
other entries. Without merging, those entries would have a
large weight on the knowledge graph, making it difficult to
extract information from other valuable entries. Merging CPE
entries results in a more balanced knowledge graph.

2) Removal of unconnected CPE and CVE entries: After
the merging of CPE entries, the resulting knowledge graph
has 89,895 CPE entities, 183,368 CVE entities, and 924
CWE entities. However, we find that many entries are not
connected to other databases. Specifically, only 33,427 CPEs
are connected to CVEs, 149,582 CVEs are connected to CPEs,
106,861 CVEs are connected CWEs, and 288 CWEs are
connected to CVEs.

We define an “unconnected” entity as a CPE/CVE/CWE
entry that is not associated to entries in other threat databases.
The motivation behind creating a threat knowledge graph is
to utilize relations between threat databases to discover new
knowledge and get insights into common threats. However, un-
connected entities provide no information in terms of relations
between threat databases. Therefore, we opt not to include
unconnected CPE and CVE entries, to increase the portion
of valuable entries in the knowledge graph. Our evaluation in
Section III-C validates the effectiveness of this optimization.

C. Threat knowledge graph embedding

In this subsection, we undertake the task of knowledge
graph embedding. The goal of embedding is to translate

entities and relations in the knowledge graph to vectors in a
continuous vector space. The embedded knowledge graph can
then be used for various applications, including link prediction.
In the following, we train the embedding model, and evaluate
the embedded knowledge graph through standard metrics.

We first explain the training process. Multiple models are
available for embedding. These models mainly differ by their
scoring functions [20]. The scoring function f(⟨h, r, t⟩) as-
signs a score to each triple ⟨h, r, t⟩. A good scoring function
generates high scores for positive triples (i.e., triples that exist
in real world) and low scores for negative triples. ComplEx is
one of the state-of-the-art embedding models based on seman-
tic matching, which uses a complex space for embedding and
handles well asymmetric relations [21]. Through comparison
with other scoring functions, we found that ComplEx performs
well for the task at hand, and therefore selected ComplEx as
the embedding model.

All the triples in the knowledge graph are considered as
positive triples, while negative triples are the triples that do
not exist in the knowledge graph. Note that our knowledge
graph only has positive triples, but negative samples are also
needed for training, to help the embedding model differenti-
ate between positive and negative triples. Typically, negative
triples are generated from positive triples ⟨h, r, t⟩, by replacing
h or t with another random entity in the knowledge graph.
A generated negative triple is discarded if it belongs to the
knowledge graph (a step called filtering).

We next discuss the evaluation of the knowledge graph. To
evaluate the embedded knowledge graph, we select 10,000
triples from the entire knowledge graph (566,279 triples) as
the test set (triples in this set are not used for training). For
each positive triple ⟨h, r, t⟩ in the test set, we perform the
following: (i) generate negative triples by replacing h or t with
other entities; (ii) compute the scores of the positive triples and
of the generated negative triples; (iii) rank (order) the positive
triple and the negative triples according to their scores (higher
scores have lower rank). Positive triples in the test set to should
be ranked favorably compared to the negative triples.

For quantitative evaluation of the embedding, the following
metrics are commonly used (the mathematical definitions



MRR MR Hits@10 Hits@3 Hits@1
Before
optimization 0.221 27503 0.303 0.240 0.176

After
optimization 0.248 21113 0.345 0.267 0.198

TABLE II: Evaluation results of embedding, before and after
removing unconnected CPE and CVE entities.

follow below) [21]–[23]: (1) the mean rank (MR), which
computes the average of ranks of the positive triples in the
test set; (2) the mean reciprocal rank (MRR), which computes
the reciprocal mean of ranks of the positive triples in the test
set; and (3) hits-at-N-score (Hits@N), which computes how
many positive triples are ranked within the top N positions.
Mathematically,

MR =
1

|T |

T∑
i=1

rank⟨h,r,t⟩i ,

MRR =
1

|T |

T∑
i=1

1

rank⟨h,r,t⟩i
,

Hits@N =
1

|T |

T∑
i=1

1
[
rank⟨h,r,t⟩i ≤ N

]
,

where T is the set of all triples in the knowledge graph. For
a good embedding, we expect low MR, high MRR, and high
Hits@N scores.

Table II summarizes the evaluation results. Removing un-
connected CPE and CVE entities indeed improves all the
metrics. After optimizing the knowledge graph, the MRR is
0.248. The Hits@3 score of 0.267 implies that the model
ranks positive triples within the top-3 positions 26.7% of
the time. These metrics are sufficient for good prediction,
as also validated by our experiments in the next section.
Our knowledge graph has many entities with relatively sparse
connections, making it hard to get metrics as good as those
from benchmarking [24]. Fine-tuning training parameters of
the embedding model may help further improve these metrics.

IV. PREDICTION USING THREAT KNOWLEDGE GRAPH

In this section, we use the threat knowledge graph to
uncover hidden associations between threat databases, namely,
associations between CPE and CVE. We evaluate the predic-
tion results using the precision, recall and F1-score metrics.
Our results demonstrate that one can use historical data to
correctly predict many associations of threats in the future.

A. Prediction results and metrics

We use entries from the CPE, CVE, and CWE databases
available on August 4, 2021 to predict product vulnerabilities
that appeared from August 4, 2021 until March 29, 2022. We
note that our results should be viewed as lower bounds on
performance, since some of the hidden vulnerabilities could
still be revealed after this period.

Toward this end, we produce a knowledge graph from the
threat data available by August 4, 2021. Note that, using this
approach, we can only predict associations between entries that

already existed on August 4, 2021 and were not removed dur-
ing the knowledge graph optimization. Associations between
the entries added after August 4, 2021 cannot be predicted,
since the knowledge graph does not include their information.

The prediction is based on the embedding model of the
knowledge graph. Each triple is assigned a score by the scoring
function of the embedding model. Scores are then normalized
into estimated probabilities as the prediction output. A triple is
predicted to be positive if its computed probability exceeds a
prediction threshold α, where 0 ≤ α ≤ 1. A positive predicted
triple means that a product has a specific vulnerability that is
currently hidden, but that we predict will be revealed in the
future.

We next discuss the prediction of associations between
CPE and CVE entries. From August 4, 2021 to March 29,
2022, there were 41,583 newly added CPE-CVE associations.
We find that out of the newly added associations, 4,157 of
them are between entities that already existed in the August
2021 version of the knowledge graph. Specifically, the 4,157
triples involve 920 unique CPE entries and 1257 unique CVE
entries in the knowledge graph. In practice, we would like
to retrieve those triples from a large set of candidates. To
evaluate prediction in this scenario, we create a test set that
includes both positive and negative triples, and the goal is to
correctly predict them as positive or negative. We use the 4,157
new triples as positive triples in the test set. We then generate
negative triples by replacing the CPE side of positive triples
with other random CPE entries that appear in the knowledge
graph. For each unique CVE entry in the positive triples, we
generate 50 negative triples. As a result, we get 67,007 triples
in total for testing prediction, where 4,157 triples are positive,
and 62,850 triples are negative.

We use the precision, recall and F1-score to evaluate
the prediction results. A high precision implies that a high
fraction of the predicted positive triples are correct. A high
recall implies that a high fraction of the positive triples are
successfully identified. It is well-known that there exists a
trade-off between the precision and recall metrics, resulting in
a precision-recall curve. In order to combine and balance these
two metrics, the F1-score, which is defined as the harmonic
mean of the precision and the recall, is often used. A high F1-
score indicates one is able to simultaneously achieve relatively
high precision and high recall.

The evaluation metrics change with α since only triples with
estimated probability above α are predicted to be positive. For
example, a high threshold α results in a higher precision but
lower recall. We depict the precision-recall curve in Fig. 3,
which reflects the trade-off between precision and recall as
the threshold changes. When α = 0.981, the F1-score is
maximized with a value of 0.681. The corresponding precision
and recall are 0.775 and 0.606, respectively. This result means
that about 77% of the predicted associations are correct, while
60% of unknown associations are retrieved. Note that the value
of α that maximizes the F1-score only provides a reference. In
practice, setting the proper value of α depends on the specific
needs for precision and recall. For instance, a high value of α
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Fig. 3: Precision-recall curve of predicting CPE-CVE associ-
ations using threat knowledge graph. The curve reflects the
trade-off between precision and recall as the threshold α for
positive prediction changes. When α decreases, the precision
decreases and the recall increases. A reference point based on
the maximized F1-score is marked in red.

leading to a high precision might be preferred by a practitioner
who wishes to have a reliable list of new associations that can
easily be added to a threat database. On the other hand, a
lower α leading to a high recall might be more suitable if a
practitioner prefers to have an exhaustive candidate list of new
associations which will be further verified manually.

B. Examples of prediction

We next illustrate the prediction results through a few
examples. The first example is CVE-2021-0144 [25] detailed
in Table III. CVE-2021-0144 is a vulnerability related to Intel
processors. We explicitly separate its associated CPE entries
into two groups: before August 4, 2021, and from August
4, 2021 through March 29, 2022. We predict CPE entries
associated to CVE-2021-0144 in the second group, based on
those in the first group. We only list a few known affected
products (i.e., related CPE entries) due to the space limit. With
α = 0.96, all the 465 affected products subsequently added
to the NVD database are successfully predicted, with only 11
false positive predictions. In this example, all the names of
CPE entries associated to CVE-2021-0144 are similar. As a
result, predictions are mainly based on the naming patterns
and therefore relatively simple.

A second, more complex example is CVE-2021-21348, de-
tailed in Table I shown in the Introduction. CVE-2021-21348
is a vulnerability related to a Java library called XStream.
Apart from XStream itself, products that use XStream are
also affected by this vulnerability, such as Debian Linux and
Oracle SQL Server. In this example, the names of CPE entries
associated to CVE-2021-21348 before August 4, 2021 are
not directly related to the names of the CPE entries added
afterwards. Nonetheless, by aggregating relations between all
CVE and CPE entries, the knowledge graph can discover the
implicit relation between XStream and Oracle SQL Server. As
a result, the association between cpe:a:oracle:mysql

ID CVE-2021-0144
Associated CWE CWE-1188
Description Insecure default variable initialization for the Intel

BSSA DFT feature may allow a privileged user
to potentially enable an escalation of privilege via
local access.

Associated CPE
by Aug 4, 2021

1) cpe:h:intel:core i5-7640x:*:*,
2) cpe:h:intel:core i9-10900x:*:*,
3) cpe:h:intel:xeon e5-1660 v4:*:*,
4) cpe:h:intel:xeon platinum 8274:*:*,
...

Associated CPE
after Aug 4, 2021

1) cpe:h:intel:atom c3000:*:*,
2) cpe:h:intel:core i3-6006u:*:*,
3) cpe:h:intel:core i9-11950h:*:*,
4) cpe:h:intel:xeon e-2124:*:*,
...

TABLE III: Example of prediction results for CVE-2021-
0144. Using a threat knowledge graph generated with data
available on August 4, 2021, we predict associations between
CPE entries and the aforementioned vulnerability. Using a
prediction threshold α = 0.96, all the 465 affected products
are successfully predicted with 11 false positive predictions.

server:*:* and CVE-2021-21348 can be uncovered ac-
cordingly. In general, by connecting various entries, the threat
knowledge graph methodology is able to uncover many asso-
ciations based on implicit relations, in contrast to prediction
approaches that consider each entry separately.

V. CONCLUSION

In this work, we introduced a methodology for predicting
future associations between products and vulnerabilities, using
threat knowledge graphs. We explained how to produce and
optimize such threat knowledge graphs, and how to embed
them into a vector space. We validated our approach with his-
torical data and demonstrated good precision, recall, and F1-
score performance on a set that includes 50 random negative
triples for each positive triple. Note that changing the number
of negative triples may impact the precision (and thereby the
F1-score), but not the recall. We provided examples illustrating
how threat knowledge graphs extract implicit relations from
threat databases to facilitate prediction.

Predicted associations between entries of different threat
databases can be utilized to enhance security in various ways.
For example, if a specific product is used in a system, a threat
modeler can list both existing and predicted vulnerabilities
associated with the product. Our prediction methodology can
also help prioritizing manual verification of potential vulner-
abilities of products.

Directions for future work include developing an embedding
model for threat knowledge graphs that is specifically tailored
to threat databases and could further improve prediction per-
formance. Another direction is to include additional threat
databases in the threat knowledge graph, such as the Com-
mon Attack Pattern Enumeration and Classification (CAPEC)
database [26]. CAPEC enumerates known attack patterns em-
ployed to exploit weaknesses from the adversary’s perspective.
The extent to which this addition could improve prediction
performance represents an interesting open problem.
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